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The Tree Of Life
Part 1 of 4
IN the course of Athlon’s new travels, he came to receive an invitation. It arrived in the form of a
beautiful blue leaf, which was soft like warm velvet. It pulsed gently in Athlon’s hands, as if it
held an electrical charge; this was because the leaf came from a very special tree in the Oaxaca
system.
The mythical Tree of Life was the subject of the earliest known painting in the Dopinephrine
Galaxy, and appeared in many ancient texts in the region, but it’s actual location was unknown.
The tree was called Maya by the Indigo Priests, a group of spiritual philosophers who could be
found in small numbers in almost every society in the galaxy. They lived life according to a series
of old poems about the tree’s wisdom, and endeavored to spread their order’s message of openmindedness and tolerance towards all forms of life. The priests dedicated themselves to the
endless pursuit and distribution of knowledge.
Athlon studied the leaf, and soon he began to hear faint, pleasant notes emanating from it. The
notes entered his mind, and a slow, high-pitched tune sang a set of coordinates to his navsystem, making him smile at the pure whimsy of it.
Always excited for a new destination, Athlon followed the coordinates. After a few days, he
arrived at an enormous interstellar cloud, made of thousands of miles of dense gasses that were
impossible to see through. Athlon sealed himself against the corrosive gasses, and continued
blind, following the computers in his head. Soon, he emerged in an open pocket of space
concealed by the cloud, where a floating pool of water surrounded a huge, shimmering tree.
Athlon landed knee-deep in water at the base of the tree, and looked up, completely spellbound
by its beauty. The tune returned to Athlon’s mind, gently floating into every part of his
consciousness. The tree began to speak to Athlon, shaping his ideas into incredible pieces of
music that consumed him, and Athlon let himself drift in the tree’s presence.

Residual fears blended and morphed as the tree replaced them with understanding. It showed
him the best of things, the highest attainable ideals that one could pursue. It unveiled the
potential of his existence, mixing the lessons of Athlon’s past with the questions of his future.
The tree expanded his perception, showing him the impossible connections between places and
events that meant little on their own, but much more as part of a pattern.
Then, Maya appeared in Athlon’s mind; her essence transcended his comprehension, but he felt
her thoughts weave through his own. The tree was both her body and her home, and she lived
for the pure knowledge and beauty of the natural world. She loved life in all forms, and she felt
it whispering in every breath and heartbeat of every creature. It was from her that the seeds of
medicinal herbs were born, and she sent them to every world, offering a piece of her spirit to
anyone who wished to share it. Maya wanted to ease the suffering of all life, while also
encouraging friendship, fostering new ideas and inspiring creativity among the people of the
galaxy.
Maya settled deeper in Athlon’s mind, saw his story in the events of his life, and relived them
from his memories, experiencing for herself the emotions he had felt. Maya laughed, cried,
hoped, and cowered with Athlon, coming to understand him in a way that required no words.
As one, they entered a dream state, exploring together what it meant to be alive. They
contemplated loss and love, considered the intricacies of morality, and examined the purpose of
self. Athlon learned to identify and categorize what he believed, and how to view his own being
with wisdom and perspective. Together, they disregarded time and traveled the stars with open
eyes and righteous hearts.
When Athlon woke up, he was nestled on a sturdy branch against the tree’s trunk. He looked
down at his reflection in the water, and then stood up, his head full of possibilities. His
chronometer informed him that 42 years had passed during his existential journey with Maya.
He patted the tree with affection, smiling at the trip he had just shared with it’s spirit, and then
left the Oaxaca system to resume his odyssey.
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The Tree Of Wisdom
Part 2 of 4
SEVERAL weeks had passed since Athlon arrived at the Central Monastery of the Indigo Priests.
Full of inspiration from The Tree of Life, Athlon had decided to seek the stories of the priests who
followed her. He wanted to learn more about Maya; her existence fascinated the Android.
The Indigo Priests opened their vast libraries to Athlon, answering his questions, and sharing
their understanding. So few had ever actually seen The Tree of Life, and no one still alive could
claim first hand contact with her. When Athlon showed his new friends Maya’s blue leaf, they
knew his tale was true, and asked many questions of their own. Athlon shared all he knew,
patiently describing everything he had seen, as several priests excitedly wrote down his words.
One day, Malachi, the head of the order, came to Athlon in the deep caverns of the Indigo
Library. Athlon gave a deep bow, smiling at himself as he clumsily tried to guess the appropriate
greeting for such a highly respected figure. Malachi bowed in return, and then sat at a table
covered in a heap of disorganized books. Athlon joined him.
Malachi chose an especially old book, and opened it, silently scanning the pages for a moment.
When he found what he was looking for, he turned the book and placed it in front of Athlon,
who peered at the yellowed pages.
The words were written in an ancient tongue, but Athlon was able to translate them thanks to his
many months reading in the Ortega Archives. The text described a champion who would lead
the people of the universe through a prophesied galactic rebirth. The book said that all things
would be destroyed in a future event known as Ragnarök. The galaxy would be consumed in
flame, but the champion would lead the people through the fire to the galaxy’s rebirth.

Athlon looked up at Malachi who was leaning forward in his chair, his hands folded under his
chin. His eyes were wide and blue as he studied the Android. After a moment, he took the book
back, and flipped through its pages. Athlon read:

The Champion will be known to you by the Great Tree’s token.
His armor will shine in light and glow in dark, and he will be
unlike all other men. The Trees are his ally, and he must travel
to meet Them, each in turn, to gather Their blessings.
Athlon looked back at Malachi, who was studying the soft glow of the Android’s systems as they
passed across the table in the dark cavern. Malachi’s stern face broke into a wide grin as Athlon
realized what Malachi was thinking.
The passage’s requirements matched Athlon: there was no denying that. Malachi explained that
while the Indigo Order was founded on the principles of The Tree of Life, there were other great
trees in the galaxy that they had learned of. He chose another book, and showed Athlon a story
describing the location of The Tree of Wisdom.
Athlon stood at the edge of a desert, on a small, uninhabited planet well out of the way of even
the most remote shipping lanes serving the nearest worlds. Malachi’s book held many stories,
each about powerful figures who had sought The Tree of Wisdom’s advice. Athlon remembered
the charcoal drawings of huge armies moving through the unforgiving desert, searching for the
legendary tree, led by powerful generals hunting for any advantage against forgotten threats.
The planet’s metallic core produced electromagnetic fields that disabled most technology.
Athlon found that he was a bit weaker than usual, and his propulsion systems refused to ignite,
but he was otherwise unaffected. He headed into the desert on foot, singing to himself to pass
the time.

After three days, Athlon saw a mild rise in the distance. He headed for it, soon seeing a modest
tree perched on top. As he approached, a simple tune floated in his mind, calling him closer.
Once Athlon was in front of the tree, the music became more complicated, and Athlon could
sense the tree searching his mind. After a moment, the tree spoke, filling Athlon’s head with an
attractive female voice that transfixed Athlon. She called herself Mary, the Mother of Wisdom,
and told Athlon that she was his friend. Dusk was setting, and when Athlon looked up, he saw
millions of stars emerging in the dark. He had not seen them during the first two nights, but
now they filled the sky above the tree, painting the Dopinephrine Galaxy from horizon to
horizon.
The tree gently pulled Athlon out of himself, allowing his consciousness to blend with her own.
Athlon saw her as a woman, walking towards him on an invisible plane in space, the tiny planet
spinning slowly below them, the vibrant stars and colors of the galaxy surrounding them in
breathless beauty.
Mary put one hand on Athlon’s shoulder and kissed him. Music tingled on Athlon’s lips, and his
mind exploded with sensation. He felt Mary playfully wrapping herself into the folds of his
brain, touching his memories and tasting his story. Her mind was open to Athlon as well, and he
saw the stars surrounding them as she did; from this desert she could see anywhere in the
galaxy. She had watched the stories of so many people, learning from every individual she could
see. This was the key to her wisdom.
Taking Athlon’s hand, she showed him the King of Olympus walking in the palace courtyard,
admiring the elegant garden his queen had planted. Reading his thoughts, she replaced the
scene with a commemoration ceremony in the Thracia capital for the soldiers who had died
defending the empire against Lucifer. Opening her own memories to Athlon, she showed him
how she had watched his travels since the Dionysus Plague.
Athlon could feel Mary’s emotions alongside his own. She had hoped for his victory during
every conflict, and wept for him during every defeat. She had come to love Athlon, and that
realization overwhelmed them both. They made love there on that plane, surrounded by the
stars.

The next morning, Athlon found himself laying beneath the tree, its shade sheltering him from
the heat of the desert sun. Mary returned to his mind, answering some of the questions Athlon
had considered over the years. She shared her wisdom with him, giving him extra depth in
which to consider the events of the galaxy. She touched his doubts and soothed his fears,
rewarding his honesty with understanding and strength.
Finally, she told him that there would be trials in the future, as there are for all beings. She
reminded him of his incredible abilities, and promised that he would not have to face the
coming fire alone. She would watch him, and be with him when the time of Ragnarök arrived.
She told him to be mindful of the future, but to live in the present. There would be more
adventures before the end.
Athlon found that the electromagnetic field did not reach The Tree of Wisdom’s home here in the
center of the desert. He took a last look at the beautiful tree, and then launched into the air, off
to find what the universe had next for him. After some time, he would return to Malachi to learn
more about the prophesy in his books, the mystery of Ragnarök, and the other Great Trees of the
Dopinephrine Galaxy. First, Athlon decided it was a good time to sample the exotic fruits grown
in the zero gravity orchards of The Bayfield Belt.
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The Tree Of Knowledge
Part 3 of 4
IT had taken months of research to discover the existence of an elusive journal that held the
secret to finding the Tree of Knowledge. Information on The Third Tree of Fate was much harder
to come by than the first two: it took several days of tracking clues in the deepest catacombs of
the Indigo Library, miles beneath the Central Monastery, to finally stumble on the tiny safe that
held the only surviving record of the tree’s location. The safe was buried beneath stacks of loose
tomes on a makeshift shelf built into a crevice of what was essentially a cave; a natural
extension of the more polished and well lit architecture found in the ancient corridors above.
Malachi grinned at the Android, and promptly smashed the safe on the floor, breaking the
brittle hinges holding the door in place. Athlon grinned back, surprised and amused by his
friend’s sudden use of force. He knelt on the stone floor, carefully removing the small, leatherbound journal from the destroyed safe. Hunched in the dim light, the two men peered at the
archaic symbols drawn in the journal. Both were capable of translating the dead language, but
Malachi read the last page aloud. It described the arrival of a band of explorers on the small
planet of Idyllia. Drawn by a mysterious tune heard by the naked ear onboard their ship, they
soon discovered what they called His Magnificence, The Holy Tree, Sacred Lord of Joy, God of
Knowledge.
Malachi paused, and read the title a second time. While the Indigo Priests had extensive
documentation of The Tree of Life, and significant information regarding The Tree of Wisdom,
they knew very little about The Tree of Truth, and even less about The Tree of Knowledge.
Collectively, they were known as The Trees of Fate however, and their blessings were intended to
anoint the champion that would save the Dopinephrine Galaxy during the mysterious Ragnarök
catastrophe. Malachi was troubled that one of the Trees would allow others to use such lofty
terms of worship to address it.

Athlon programmed the coordinates for Idyllia into his navigation system, and handed the
journal to Malachi. As they made their way back to the monastery proper, Malachi began telling
Athlon about a new project he was planning. An artist at heart, Malachi was designing an
enormous sculpture that would sit above the monastery. He rattled off ideas, excitedly sharing
his thoughts about the sculpture he was calling his masterpiece. Athlon listened intently,
nodding approvingly at his friend’s passion, and whistling at the impressive size Malachi was
considering.
When they reached the busy corridors of the monastery, Malachi shook the Android’s hand, and
wished him luck. Athlon thanked him, and insisted Malachi tell him more about his sculpture
upon his next visit. Athlon made his way past a group of loud students, through the monastery’s
ornate doors, and sped into the sky.
Athlon was still half a parsec from the small planet of Idyllia when he first heard The Melody. It
made the Ares Clef tingle in his head, sending waves of pleasure down his spine. The Melody
was simple and repetitive, but Athlon couldn’t remember having heard such sweet notes ever
before in his life. The Melody wrapped itself around his mind, filling his brain and pushing
other thoughts away. Athlon smiled, and almost didn’t notice as his thrusters increased power,
propelling him faster and faster towards Idyllia.
Looking up, Athlon saw a blue sky filled with soft clouds. The Melody was consuming his
thoughts, but a faint memory reminded him that he had landed in Idyllia hours earlier.
Everything he had done since the moment he first heard the beautiful music was a jumbled
knot of joy in his mind. Vaguely concerned, Athlon executed a mental protocol he had written
into his software after his encounter with Osiris. One of his three mental partitions decoupled
from the rest of his brain, severing its direct connections to his sensory input systems. Athlon
barely cared.
From the tall hill he was standing on, Athlon had a perfect view of a serene valley stretching
towards the horizon where the sun was starting to sink into afternoon. It took a few moments for
Athlon to focus enough to actually identify what he was seeing. The Melody made him want to

ignore everything and just listen, just embrace the joy of the music; but his curiosity made him
fight the overwhelming desire.
The valley was green and lush, with berry bushes and other fruit-bearing plants sprinkled across
the landscape. A perfect brook carved its way through the picturesque valley, bubbling with
crystal clear water. It was the most inviting place Athlon had ever seen, and everywhere he
looked, people were dancing. Thousands of them, maybe more, dancing carefree in every corner
of the valley.
Athlon had to join them. He ran down the hill as fast as he could, calling with glee at the sky. The
Melody was so wonderful; Athlon wanted to dance and dance and dance forever. Others grinned
at the Android as he joined them, welcoming him to the heaven they shared. Athlon let The
Melody push everything else out of him, and simply embraced the unexplainable happiness
that surrounded him.
Hours passed, with Athlon and the others dancing endlessly in a celebration of The Melody.
Finally noticing how hungry he was, Athlon took the lead of an old man with a grin splitting his
wrinkled face, stuffing fistfuls of sun-warmed blackberries in his mouth. Athlon feasted on fruit,
excitedly running from bush to bush, sampling everything. It was absolutely delicious. The
notes of The Melody had somehow permeated the fruit, and Athlon knew he could feel the
music on his tongue. No food had ever tasted as good as the ripe fruit of Idyllia, bending every
branch as it hung in great clumps.
A day passed, and Athlon knew that he never wanted to leave. Why bother with the troubles of
the galaxy? Hadn’t he seen enough suffering? He could live here forever, eating and dancing,
and never have to be without the divine Melody.
It was in the evening of his second day on Idyllia that The Melody started to fade. Athlon felt the
people become anxious for the first time since his arrival. Noticing them staring towards a
gentle rise in the corner of the valley, Athlon followed their gaze to find something he had not
seen before. The rise was covered with white grass instead of green, and standing in the center
of it, there was a magnificent pink tree.

The pain of losing The Melody pierced Athlon. He wanted to keep dancing, to keep feeling the
indescribable joy he felt in the music. The masses knelt as one, bowing to the Tree, which stood
like a king above his subjects. Puzzled, Athlon watched as the Tree shook, even though only a
gentle breeze kissed the valley, and a few of its pink leaves floating gently to the ground. Athlon
stared on, not realizing that the tree was shaking in anger, at him. The Melody disappeared
completely from Athlon’s mind, and he fell to the ground in pain. A booming, yet boyish voice
filled his head, demanding he kneel before The God of Knowledge. Athlon cried out for The
Melody, but only the angry voice could be heard, furious at Athlon’s insolence.
The third partition of Athlon’s mind made its move. Running silently in the background, its
unaffected processes had been analyzing everything that Athlon had seen since arriving. Taking
advantage of the momentary break in The Melody, it executed an emergency program, ripping
Athlon’s consciousness from the front of his mind, deep into the rear partition. Disoriented and
deaf, Athlon stared around him. What was happening here? Sudden fear accompanied the
realization of what he had been prepared to sacrifice for The Melody, just a few moments ago.
Athlon rocketed into the sky, refusing to slow down until he was past the atmosphere of Idyllia.
Pouring through his system’s sensor data, Athlon quickly found an explanation for The Melody.
Idyllia’s core was made primarily of molten treble matter. The structure of the treble molecule
projected a natural pitch while in its liquid state, which was not audible to human ears. Place a
rhythm over pitch, and you have a melody….
Athlon separated the rhythm of The Melody from the pitch of the planet’s core, and triangulated
its source: it was coming from The Tree of Knowledge. The Melody could only be created here,
on this planet, where the pitch was perfect for the Tree’s rhythm. But why would one of The Trees
of Fate enslave people and have them worship him as a god?
A gentle whisper tugged on the corner of Athlon’s thoughts. Athlon began to resist at first, but
soon he could identify the voice of the growing whisper; it was Mary, The Tree of Wisdom.
Relieved, Athlon allowed her into his mind, and she spoke quickly, explaining to Athlon that she
had seen everything that he had from her galactic crow’s nest. The Tree of Knowledge was her
brother, who had fallen out of favor with the other Trees. He had set himself up on Idyllia,
playing god with anyone he could ensnare with his Melody, using his vast knowledge to weave
the perfect rhythm to capture the minds of anyone who heard it. The Melody’s addictive

properties were designed to keep the Tree of Knowledge’s followers devoted to him, in a twisted
attempt by the relatively young Tree to avoid boredom. He had the collective knowledge of the
entire galaxy inside of him; it had been centuries since he had discovered something he didn’t
already know.
The Tree of Wisdom began to explain how to break the spell, but was forced from Athlon’s mind
by The Tree of Knowledge, who had found Athlon and reentered the Android’s consciousness.
The Tree of Knowledge demanded that Athlon return to the planet surface, threatening to keep
The Melody from him if he failed to comply. Athlon was deeply tempted, and for a moment he
considered surrendering to the Tree, and returning to the valley to dance to the wonderful
music. In the end, reason won out, and Athlon refused, working at incredible speed to build a
plan.
Pushing The Tree of Knowledge from his thoughts, Athlon decided to take action. Knowing that
many of the people on Idyllia would prefer to stay in the warm embrace of The Melody, Athlon
realized that he could not simply take the easiest option: stop the signal of the rhythm and
remove the people from the highly addictive audio-drug environment. Instead, he would have
to disrupt The Melody in a gentle way, so as not to cause immense pain to all who had devoted
themselves to The Tree of Knowledge and The Melody.
Keeping his consciousness in the third partition of his brain, Athlon flew back towards the
surface of Idyllia, pushing his thrusters past the safety limits in a surge of velocity. He hit the
ground hard, punching through the soft outer crust of the world, and tunneling towards the
center of the planet. When he reached the core, he activated the Ares Clef, using it to reprogram
the makeup of the treble matter. A new pitch erupted from Athlon, shifting the electrons of the
treble matter just enough to raise the natural pitch of the liquid metal.
When he returned to the valley, Athlon found the followers of The Tree of Knowledge in a haze.
While the melody was still easy to hear, its irresistible quality had been suspended. Athlon
called out to the people, who blinked in the sunlight as if they were seeing it for the first time.
Most had stopped dancing, and Athlon took the opportunity to speak to the loose crowd,
explaining what The Melody was, and what The Tree of Knowledge had been doing to them.
Saddened by the falseness of the Tree’s Melody, and stunned by the realization that they had so

easily been manipulated, many asked Athlon to help them leave Idyllia for their homes, or to
start new lives on nearby worlds. Athlon agreed.
Before departing Idyllia, Athlon crossed the valley to talk to The Tree of Knowledge. The Tree was
furious that Athlon had spoiled his sport, but he told Athlon that he was impressed by the
Android’s wit. He sneered as he admitted that Athlon had the intelligence and courage to
receive his blessing as a possible candidate for the champion who would save the galaxy from
Ragnarök.
Athlon told the Tree that he would return to make sure that Idyllia’s core continued broadcasting
the higher pitch. Those who wanted to live for The Tree of Knowledge’s glory would be free to
continue to do so; but they would no longer be held by the powerful and unfair bondage of The
Melody.
The Tree of Knowledge entered Athlon’s mind one more time, spitting the words of his final
message with hatred:

You’ve ruined my fun, Android. I will not forget this, though
for the moment we must act as allies. I know you have met
both my sister and my mother. It is ti me now for you to meet
with my father, miserable wretch that he is. Follow these
coordinates to find hi m, but be warned; you have no idea what
you are dealing with. Now, leave this place.
Troubled by the experience, Athlon visited Mary in her desert. They talked for a long time about
the events on Idyllia, and Athlon admitted how badly he had wanted to stay with The Tree of
Knowledge, even though it would have meant sacrificing his freedom. Mary soothed him,
reminding Athlon of his strength as a champion. With will and determination, any obstacle
could be overcome.
After a few days with The Tree of Wisdom, Athlon resumed his journey, searching the stars for the
location of the Fourth Tree of Fate: The Tree of Truth.
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The Tree Of Truth
Part 4 of 4
HEAVY rain pelted the Android’s silver exterior as he flew slowly through the jagged Forn Sior
mountains of the planet Esadru. The Tree of Knowledge had told Athlon that the 4th Tree of Fate,
The Tree of Truth, lived somewhere in the middle of that inhospitable landscape, which stretched
hundreds of miles in every direction. It took Athlon several hours to spot the tree, but had his
luck been worse it easily could have taken weeks to finally locate the rocky peak where The Tree
of Truth stood strong against the blustering storms that constantly pounded the remote
mountains.
As Athlon approached the tree, he felt a deep rumble in the corner of his mind. It grew, like the
approach of an oncoming train, causing Athlon to begin feeling anxious. He forced his courage
back to the front of his thoughts, and stepped forward.
The rumble soon gave way to slow music, the way a hand-crank record player sounds just when
its being warmed up. The music’s tempo rose, and it saturated Athlon brain. The tree groaned,
and then spoke.
The tree called itself Alethar, and said that it could feel the Ares Clef that made up much of
Athlon’s body. He explained that his daughter Mary had told him of the champion’s coming,
and that he was prepared to tell the Android the story of The Trees of Fate. The music rose with a
spectacular crescendo, and Athlon felt Alethar weaving his essence through the mechanical
components in the Android’s head.
After a moment, Athlon began to make sense of what was happening. While his previous
encounters with The Trees had always included a temporary melding of consciousnesses, this
interaction was different; Alethar was definitely connected to Athlon’s mind, but he was doing it
by singing his story directly to the Ares Clef. Athlon closed his eyes, and let Alethar’s song paint
the tale, as real and vivid in Athlon’s mind as his own memories.

Athlon saw Alethar as a young man, standing beside an older, bearded man that Athlon
understood was the legendary and fearsome Zeus, High God of prehistoric Olympus, and
distant ancestor of Perseus. Both men wore detailed swords and intricate body armor, covered in
symbols of glory and honor. Alethar held the title of God of Truth, and was one of Zeus’ most
loyal lieutenants. The Ares Clef stood before the two men, newly completed based on designs
drawn up together by Alethar and Zeus, and forged in Zeus’ tower from rare and expensive
treble matter.
Alethar had used his natural abilities to form new kinds of music as inspiration for the powerful
weapon. As God of Truth, Alethar gave his understanding of music to the common people of
Olympus, so that the cause of truth could be furthered, and so that new military strength could
be added to Zeus’ ever-growing might. Many of the songs that Rhythm had written during his
pilgrimage were only possible because of the musical advances made by Alethar.
Athlon watched as Alethar sang of Zeus’ other lieutenants, his dearest friends in the earliest days
of Olympus’ long and mighty history. Alethar called them his sisters and brothers, and each of
them was equally prepared to die for their High God, or for each other. They did Zeus’ bidding,
and were feared and respected by all. In a flash, Alethar showed Athlon the decades they spent
together, growing Zeus’ influence and wealth through any means necessary. Their loyalty was
unquestioned, and their authority was rarely challenged. Athlon saw the terror Zeus’ men
brought to any who did not obey the High God’s orders, as well as their love and mercy for the
people of Olympus that they had been entrusted to rule.
Several months after Alethar had installed the Ares Clef in the budding nebula cluster near
Olympus, he met Zeus’ daughter: the beautiful Goddess Maya. Waves of emotion struck Athlon
as Alethar’s memory of their first meeting washed across the Android’s mind. A concoction of joy
and terrible longing spilled from Alethar, making Athlon weep with sorrow for the Trees. The
song stopped, and The Tree of Truth asked Athlon’s pardon. He explained that he had not seen
The Tree of Life in many years, and his long period in exile had given his mind too much time to
linger on his lost mate.

Athlon composed himself, and nodded to the tree, asking him to continue. When Alethar
resumed his song, he had moved forward to show the beautiful romance that had grown
between himself and Maya.
Athlon saw Alethar and Maya, deeply in love, laying together in The God of Truth’s mansion.
Maya was a student of herbalism and divination, and she had been granted the title of The
Apothecary Goddess by Zeus and the ancient House of Goddesses, recognized by the
government of Olympus, but much less powerful than the future House of Goddesses known to
Rhythm and General Pyke.
Maya created potions and herbs from ingredients through a process known as wildcrafting. She
used wildcrafting to repurpose the cells of other living things into plants not designed by
nature. Through divination, she could then blend her creations into mind altering drugs that she
shared with Alethar. They smoked together in private, and their consciousnesses became one
while influenced by the burning herbs. Their love went beyond words, and they agreed to be
together, no matter the challenges. Alethar promised to love and protect Maya for the rest of his
life, and she gave him her word in return. Their love was pure and true.
Knowing the rage her father was capable of, Maya insisted that they keep their relationship a
secret. Alethar refused at first, but Maya showed him her memories of Zeus’ abusive discipline,
and Alethar could see that Maya was truly frightened. He agreed to tell Zeus nothing, but he was
disgusted that the High God, who Alethar had bled and sacrificed for, could be so cruel to his
own daughter.
As the two lovers continued their courtship, Alethar became troubled. He and his brothers and
sisters had been given darker and darker missions as Zeus began to fear for his authority.
Paranoid and power hungry, he had stopped protecting the citizens of Olympus, and sent his
lieutenants to crush those engaged in even peaceful protests against the spread of Zeus’
draconian policies. Freedom fell beneath Zeus’ demands for increased security, and he called for
public executions of anyone who spoke against him.
Alethar told Maya of his concerns, and she implored him to remember his title. How could The
God of Truth work to hide what Zeus was doing against the people he was sworn to protect? They
agreed to confront Zeus together, tell him of their relationship, and ask him to stop killing his

subjects. They took each other by the hand, and began the long walk across the diamond bridge
to Zeus’ palace.
They had barely left their home when Zeus appeared before them, dressed in his battle armor,
and wielding Thundaiga, his legendary sword. He had been listening in on Alethar and Maya for
months, and was furious that his lieutenant would dare court his daughter. With a scream that
shook the ground, Zeus raised his sword above his head, and brought it down on Alethar,
splitting the younger god’s helmet, and sending bolts of uncontrolled electricity shooting across
the bridge. Maya was struck, and cried out as her body burned under the manifestation of Zeus’
anger. Alethar called to her, and forced himself to stand up. Zeus stared at his daughter, and for
a moment, Alethar thought he would go to her, to apologize, to rush her away for care. Instead,
he lifted the sword once again, calling lightning from the stars to Thundaiga, and in a flash was
gone.
Alethar lifted Maya in his arms, and hurried back to their home, tears falling from his eyes.
When they arrived, he laid her down and begged her to wake up. Weakly, Maya opened her
eyes, and smiled at Alethar. Frantic, Alethar began gathering all the plants he could find,
rushing them to Maya’s side, babbling about not knowing how to craft the correct potion to help
her. Maya took his arm, and made him still, placing one of his hands on her stomach. Her truth
exposed to him, Alethar didn’t need to feel the babies kick to know that Maya was pregnant with
twins.
Maya told Alethar how to mix the correct ingredients to make a salve that would stabilize her
dying body. They both understood that they would have to leave Olympus. Zeus could not be
defeated by Alethar, and the High God would surely slay him when he returned. If he learned of
the offspring growing inside Maya, he might kill them too.
Touching Alethar’s mind, Maya showed him her plan. Alethar nodded, and kissed her before
leaving the mansion. Once outside, and clear of Zeus’ ears, Alethar summoned the other
lieutenants. He quickly explained what was happening, and they told him that they shared his
concerns. They agreed to help Alethar and Maya.
Standing in a circle, they connected their will to the Ares Clef, giving Alethar the ability to sing
the Truth of Zeus’ actions to the entire kingdom. Alethar told the people that he wanted to stay

and fight for them, but that he had to protect his family. Enraged by the revelation, the people of
Olympus took to the streets to protest Zeus’ rule.
Alethar thanked his sisters and brothers, and embraced them each before rushing back to
Maya’s side. She was hard at work, building a force of divination energy, which she captured in
four glowing seeds. They held each other close for a long moment, and then Alethar carried
Maya and her unborn babies to his ship, waiting outside the mansion. Zeus was in a rage, and
he reappeared as Alethar powered up his craft. Zeus’ former lieutenants stood before the ship,
putting themselves between Zeus and Alethar. They knew they couldn’t defeat the High God,
but they sacrificed themselves on Zeus’ sword in order to buy Alethar enough time to take off
with his precious cargo.
Alethar sped away from Olympus, putting as much distance between his family and Zeus as he
could. Maya collapsed as her wounds overtook her, and Alethar gave her the seeds. She touched
his face, and swallowed three of them, pressing the fourth into her lover’s hand. Alethar
swallowed the final seed as Zeus’ warship rose from Olympus to give chase.
Before his eyes, Alethar watched Maya’s body rise slowly into the air. A brilliant green light
formed around her, increasing in brightness until Alethar couldn’t see her any longer. A gentle
warmth grew in his own stomach, expanding to every part of his body. He felt the same green
light fill his mind, and a transformation began. Zeus’ warship docking with Alethar’s craft was
the last thing The God of Truth heard with human ears.
For a while, only blind confusion filled Alethar’s consciousness. When he awoke, he had been
changed, into The Tree of Truth. Zeus had captured the small family just as their bodies were
transformed. He was beyond furious, but couldn’t bring himself to murder the beautiful trees
and the two small saplings he found in Alethar’s ship. Deciding that they could not pose a threat
to him any longer, he exiled The Tree of Truth to the barren planet where Athlon now sat, reliving
the story through Alethar’s song. He placed his grandchildren on remote worlds, and banished
The Tree of Life to the blue prison where Athlon first learned of the Tree’s existence.
Separated from his family, Alethar worked to connect with them remotely. After many years, he
succeeded in connecting with The Tree of Wisdom and The Tree of Knowledge, his daughter and
son. They could hold short conversations, and Alethar had been able to explain the story of their

birth to them in short pieces, whenever a connection was possible. Maya however remained out
of reach. The dense gases Zeus used to surround her blocked her consciousness from joining her
family. Alethar had never stopped trying, but his efforts were in vain.
The song ended, and Athlon wiped the tears from his eyes. He thanked the tree for sharing the
story, and Alethar told him that the Fourth Tree of Fate was pleased to offer his blessing to the
champion. It was official; Athlon had been chosen as the savior of the Dopinephrine Galaxy
when the Ragnarök arose.
Thinking back to Malachi’s talk of his new masterpiece, Athlon tried to remember exactly what
the Indigo Priest had told him. It was to be a functional work of art, something about
broadcasting events around the galaxy to the Central Monastery. Athlon promised he would
return, and then left The Tree of Truth for Malachi’s home.
Upon arriving, he saw that Malachi was progressing quickly on the masterpiece. An enormous
oval sat above the monastery, hundreds of feet across. Athlon called to Malachi and found him
directing workers who were installing dozens of rows of sophisticated projectors in the oval’s
base. Malachi gestured to the sculpture, and proudly told Athlon that he had named it the Eye of
Unity. It would be used to connect ceremonies happening at any of the thousands of Indigo
Monasteries sprinkled across the stars, once the final touches were completed. Better than
simply a recreation of an image, it could project the enthusiasm and ideas of other priests, as
their thoughts could be shared with the proper equipment. An audience could hear what was
being said, while simultaneously getting the nuance behind the words that are sometimes
hidden by emotion. The sharing of ideas would now have an additional dimension for those on
both sides of the connection.
Athlon pulled him inside, and quickly told him the story of the origin of The Trees of Fate.
Ignoring Malachi’s many questions, Athlon asked if Malachi would help him unite the family
tree. Malachi grinned, and slapped Athlon on the back. He took the Android’s hand and rushed
him out of the monastery, pulling him to a temporary warehouse that had been constructed to
hold the Eye of Unity’s components until they were installed. Malachi pointed out four large
connection nodes, and Athlon got to work.

Athlon flew the nodes one by one to the homes of The Trees of Fate. He installed them at the
zenith of each Tree, leaving them floating on anti-gravity thrusters a few thousand feet above
Wisdom, Knowledge and Truth. The fourth he flew back to The Tree of Life’s home, her beautiful
prison hidden among the clouds of deep space.
Athlon parked the final node just inside the pocket where Maya had lived for so many years. He
approached her, and felt her embrace him, connecting their minds as she had when they first
met. Athlon blinked away a tear as he remembered how kind she had been to him after the
events of the war against Lucifer, and how he had never known how much she had suffered
herself. He hugged her, and let her see everything that had happened since they had last seen
each other. She wept gently as she saw her children for the first time in Athlon’s memories.
Athlon threw his arms around her, and told her his plan. He wanted to reunite Maya with Alethar
and their children, and asked if he could install the node. Maya thought about it for a moment,
and then smiled, nodding to Athlon’s delight. He placed the node above The Tree of Life, kissed
its trunk, and raced back for Malachi and the Eye of Unity.
When Malachi powered up the sculpture, there was a faint flicker in the center of the Eye, and
then all four Trees of Fate appeared, side by side. Malachi and the other Indigo Priests gasped at
the image, and cheers exploded from the monastery. Thousands of people, who had dedicated
their lives to Maya’s love, were suddenly seeing her for the first time. Her gifts had been spread
across the galaxy, and some writings had also escaped the clouds, but her mind had never
before been able to leave Zeus’ prison.
Voices filled Athlon’s mind as the Trees contacted him telepathically from their respective
locations. Mary thanked him profusely, and told him that she had given up hope of ever
meeting her mother. Alethar laughed wildly in Athlon’s head, and Maya giggled as the two
lovers projected their human bodies onto a private plane of awareness to reacquaint
themselves. Even The Tree of Knowledge thanked Athlon, joyous at the new connection that the
Eye of Unity allowed.
Malachi pumped Athlon’s hand up and down rigorously, and kissed him solidly on the lips,
beyond excited by the success of his creation, and the wonderful, unexpected purpose it now
served. Athlon promised to help him build another Eye, so that the original plan could still move
forward. Malachi barely cared in his joy, but he thanked Athlon all the same. There would be so

much to learn now that the Indigo Priests could talk directly to The Tree of Life, and so much
more that could be explored about the other members of her family. As Malachi skipped back
into the crowd, Athlon walked quietly away from the excitement on the ground, and found a
calm spot on a nearby roof. He sat there awhile, just drinking in the happiness that surrounded
him. No death, no misery, no funerals had to be held tomorrow. This was a true victory, one that
had ended not with destruction to be rebuilt, but with only a better galaxy to mark the actions of
the Android. Athlon grinned at himself, and at the celebration that was still going strong hours
after nightfall.
It was good to be The Android.
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